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Estimating stable isotope turnover rates of epidermal mucus
and dorsal muscle for an omnivorous fish using a diet-switch
experiment
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Abstract Stable isotope (SI) analysis studies rely on

knowledge of isotopic turnover rates and trophic-step

discrimination factors. Epidermal mucus (‘mucus’)

potentially provides an alternative SI ‘tissue’ to dorsal

muscle that can be collected non-invasively and non-

destructively. Here, a diet-switch experiment using the

omnivorous fish Cyprinus carpio and plant- and fish-

based formulated feeds compared SI data between

mucus and muscle, including their isotopic discrim-

ination factors and turnover rates (as functions of time

T and mass G, at isotopic half-life (50) and equilibrium

(95)). Mucus isotope data differed significantly and

predictively from muscle data. The fastest d13C

turnover rate was for mucus in fish on the plant-based

diet (T50: 17 days, T95: 74 days; G50: 1.08(BM), G95:

1.40(BM)). Muscle turnover rates were longer for the

same fish (T50: 44 days, T95: 190 days; G50:

1.13(BM), G95: 1.68(BM)). Longer half-lives resulted

in both tissues from the fish-based diet. d13C discrim-

ination factors varied by diet and tissue (plant-based:

3.11–3.28%; fishmeal: 1.28–2.13%). Mucus SI data

did not differ between live and frozen fish. These

results suggest that mucus SI half-lives provide

comparable data to muscle, and can be used as a

non-destructive alternative tissue in fish-based SI

studies.

Keywords Isotopic equilibrium � Isotopic half-life �
Non-destructive sampling � Trophic-step

discrimination factors

Introduction

Stable isotope turnover rates represent the change in

mass and/or time required for consumer tissues to

reflect their new diet, allowing the calculation of an

isotopic half-life for the tissue and isotope of interest

(Boecklen et al., 2011). Along with diet-tissue

discrimination factors, turnover rates provide the basis

of food web studies based on the isotopic composition

of animal tissues (Vander Zanden et al., 2015). Tissues

are considered at equilibrium with their diet after four

to five half-lives (Hobson & Clark, 1992; Busst &

Britton, 2018). As different tissues tend to have

different turnover rates, they can potentially be used in

combination to understand changes in consumer diet
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across different timescales (Phillips & Eldridge, 2006;

Maruyama et al., 2017).

Fishes are often utilised in aquatic isotope studies as

they structure ecosystems and communities that

matter to people, and can cause top-down effects

(Kishi et al., 2005; Eby et al., 2006). In general,

samples taken from fish for stable isotope analysis

(SIA) are of white dorsal muscle (‘muscle’). This is

because it is considered the tissue that best represents

fish diet isotopically (Busst et al., 2015), and provides

a relatively long temporal integration of their dietary

resources (Vander Zanden et al., 2015). Muscle

samples are usually collected from euthanised fishes.

This is potentially problematic where destructive

sampling is either not desirable (e.g. in mark-recapture

studies) or permitted (e.g. threatened or endangered

species) (Vašek et al., 2017). Increasingly, the non-

invasive and/or non-destructive collection of alterna-

tive tissues, such as fin and scales, is used (Busst et al.,

2015; Busst & Britton, 2016).

An issue with using fin and scale tissues in fishes is

that their isotopic half-lives can be longer than those of

dorsal muscle (Busst & Britton, 2018). Thus, where

rapid dietary changes need to be detected, their

substitutive use might be unsuitable, or require

application to mathematical models to account for

the differences in turnover (Hertz et al., 2016). In

general, blood, plasma and liver have shorter half-

lives than dorsal muscle (Thomas & Crowther, 2015;

Vander Zanden et al., 2015). As with dorsal muscle,

however, these must be sampled either invasively or

destructively. In addition, as half-life generally

increases with body size, it is important to understand

the contribution of growth and metabolism to the

turnover rate (Vander Zanden et al., 2015).

For fish stable isotope analyses (SIA), an alternative

tissue to dorsal muscle is epidermal mucus (‘mucus’).

To date, a limited number of stable isotope studies on

fish mucus suggest it has a relatively fast turnover rate.

For example, in rainbow trout Oncorhynchus mykiss

(Walbaum, 1792), mucus half-lives of d13C and d15N

were 30 and 36 days, versus 136 and 94 days for

muscle (Church et al., 2009). Studies on fishes

including Silurus asotus (Linnaeus, 1758), Rhinogo-

bius sp. and Pseudorasbora parva (Temminck &

Schlegel, 1846) have also suggested mucus has a faster

turnover rate than muscle (Maruyama et al.,

2015, 2017; Shigeta et al., 2017). Nevertheless, there

are considerable knowledge gaps relating to the SIA of

mucus. Importantly, this includes whether it should be

collected from live or frozen fish, with collection from

live fish obviously preferable, as it is then a non-

destructive and non-lethal method. Also, knowledge

gaps remain on its rate of turnover in relation to fish

body mass, the relative contributions of growth and

metabolism to turnover, diet-step discrimination fac-

tors, and how mucus SI values compare with those of

dorsal muscle.

To overcome these knowledge gaps, the aim of this

study was to use diet-switch experiments to complete

the following objectives: (i) determine the d13C and

d15N turnover rates of dorsal muscle and mucus as

functions of change in body mass and time, the

contributions of metabolism and growth to these

turnover rates, and the diet-tissue discrimination

factors; (ii) test differences in isotopic data of mucus

and dorsal muscle sampled from the same fish; and iii)

quantify the difference in the stable isotope values of

mucus collected from live versus frozen fish. Common

carp Cyprinus carpio (Linnaeus, 1758) was used

throughout the study as the model species. The

rationale for their use included its omnivorous diet

and high utilisation in many aquatic stable isotope

studies, such as to assess their invasion impacts (e.g.

Britton et al., 2007; Zambrano et al., 2010; Cucher-

ousset et al., 2012). Indeed, they are a highly invasive,

omnivorous fish at global scales (e.g. Ho et al., 2013).

Carp are also frequently used in ecological studies

completed in controlled conditions (Vilizzi et al.,

2015). Thus, they provided an ecologically relevant

model species that is highly suitable for keeping in

aquaria for extended periods and also readily available

from local hatcheries.

Materials and methods

Diet-switch experiment to determine stable isotope

turnover rates and discrimination factors

The stable isotope half-lives and discrimination fac-

tors of the fish were determined using a diet-switch

experiment that used two different food resources that

differed in their protein content and source. The first

food resource was crushed pelletised fishmeal (‘FM’;

45% protein, 10% fat, 1.4% crude fibre and 5.8% ash)

that was manufactured by Coppens and purchased

from a local fish feed suppler. It had a mean d13C value
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of - 25.73 ± 0.08% and d15N of 6.23 ± 0.12%
(n = 3). The second diet was a plant-based, pelletised

‘wheatgerm’ pellet of 2 mm diameter (‘WG’; 20%

protein, 6% fat (as oil), 2.5% crude fibre and 2.5% ash)

that was manufactured by TetraPond and purchased

from a local aquarium shop. It had a mean d13C value

of - 25.63 ± 0.07% and d15N of 3.81 ± 0.05%
(n = 3). The two food resources thus had very similar

d13C values that could have represented a confounding

factor in the experiment. However, previous work

demonstrated that due to the differing nutrient content

of the two feeds (e.g. 45% fishmeal derived protein

versus 20% plant derived protein), their discrimination

factors with fish tissues differ significantly (e.g.

approximately 2.0%; Busst & Britton, 2016). The

fishmeal-based feed has the lower discrimination

factors with fish tissues (Busst & Britton, 2016).

Consequently, as the fish are exposed to their new diet,

their growth and metabolic responses should result in a

considerable isotopic shift in their tissues due to these

different diet-tissue discrimination factors.

This diet-switch experiment utilised 54 juvenile C.

carpio of mean starting mass (± 95% CI)

8.00 ± 0.51 g (range 3.33–13.06 g). Their fork

lengths were between 58 and 69 mm. They were

sourced from a pond aquaculture site in Southern

England. On their transfer to the aquaria facility, they

were acclimated for 10 days before being tagged with

7 mm passive integrated transponder (PIT) tags for

individual identification. The fish were then split into

two groups (n = 27) and used in an experimental

design incorporating two feeding periods and the two

diets. The first feeding period lasted 160 days. This

was to allow the fish time to reach isotopic equilib-

rium, as literature suggested this duration should cover

approximately four isotopic half-lives (Hobson &

Clark, 1992; Thomas & Crowther, 2015). During this

first feeding period, the two groups of fish were fed

either the FM or WG diet. For the 27 fish on each diet,

the fish were held in groups of 9 in three tanks (45 l

volume) at 18�C on a 12:12-h light:dark cycle. Water

quality was maintained in the tanks via a flow-through

filtration system, with the three tanks per diet arranged

in a column. Water was pumped from a base unit

containing the filter system up to the top tank; it then

flowed through each tank and was returned to the base

unit for re-filtering. The two groups of fish were kept in

separate columns with individual filter systems to

avoid diet contamination. Environmental enrichment

in the tanks was identical, comprising artificial plants

and plastic pipes of 65 mm diameter and 120 mm

length for refugia. Feeding of the two diets was at

ad libitum.

At the end of this first feeding period, the fish were

removed from their tanks, scanned for their PIT tag

and re-weighed. Three fish were then randomly

selected from each diet group of 27 fish, euthanised

(anaesthetic overdose; MS-222) and frozen individu-

ally in plastic sample bags. The remaining fish were

then returned to their tanks and their diet switched to

the other formulated feed for a further 160 days (i.e.

fish on the WG diet were switched to the FM diet and

vice versa). During this second 160-day feeding

period, three fish from each diet group were selected

randomly from their tanks every 20 days. These fish

were also scanned for their PIT tag, euthanised, re-

weighed and frozen individually.

At the end of the experiment, all the frozen fish

were defrosted individually after a minimum time of

being frozen of 14 days. A sample of mucus was taken

from their defrosted surface using a sterile cover slip.

The rationale for collecting mucus with a cover slip

relates to work completed in previous studies, where

mucus has been collected and treated using a variety of

methods. Church et al. (2009) primarily used defrosted

frozen fish, with washings of collected mucus using

reverse osmosis water, with filtering on a polycarbon-

ate filter to remove debris, before a final rinse and then

drying. Maruyama et al. (2015) also utilised defrosted

fish, with the mucus sample collected by wiping with a

GF/F filter that was then dried. Through a comparison

of methods, Maruyama et al. (2015) demonstrated less

error than Church et al. (2009), and so washing was not

applied in our study. Prior to our experiment, trials

suggested that mucus collection with a sterilised cover

slip and storing in a 1.5-ml sample tube provided a

sufficient quantity of mucus for SIA (approximately

1 mg dried mucus), with any scales and debris

identified and removed under the microscope before

the mucus was transferred to a sterile tube and dried.

This technique provided larger abundance of mucus

for analysis than collection using GF/F filters. Thus,

collection using cover slips was the method employed

throughout the experiments here. A sample of white

dorsal muscle was also taken from each fish and

transferred to a separate 1.5-ml tube. These samples

were then dried at 60�C for 48 h.
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Comparison of mucus samples from live

versus frozen fish

A second experiment compared the isotopic values of

mucus samples between live and frozen fish. It ran

concurrently with the experiment outlined above. It

involved the use of 9 fish held in separate flow-through

systems at the beginning of the second feeding period.

Of these fish, 5 were switched from the FM to WG diet

at the end of the first feeding period and 4 were

switched from the WG to the FM diet. They were fed

their new diets for the same 160-day period as the fish

in the first experiment. This was to ensure that the fish

would have a wider range in their stable isotope data

for subsequent statistical testing. At the end of the

second 160-day feeding period, these fish were

removed from their tanks, anaesthetised (MS-222),

and a fresh sample of mucus immediately taken using

a sterile cover slip. Each fish was then euthanised

(anaesthetic overdose; MS-222) and frozen individu-

ally in plastic sample bags. These fish were defrosted

after 14 days and another mucus sample taken. The

mucus samples were then dried at 60�C for 48 h.

Concomitantly, samples of both formulated feeds

were taken and dried at the same temperature and the

same duration.

All procedures in the experiments were completed

under UK Home Office licence 70/8083 after approval

by the Animal Welfare and Ethical Review Body of

Bournemouth University.

Stable isotope analysis

All samples were bulk analysed for d13C and d15N (%)

at the Cornell University Stable Isotope Laboratory,

New York, USA. After being ground to powder and

weighed precisely to * 1000 lg, in tin capsules, the

samples were analysed on a Thermo Delta V isotope

ratio mass spectrometer (Thermo Scientific, Waltham,

MA, USA) interfaced to a NC2500 elemental analyser

(CE Elantach Inc., Lakewood, NJ, USA). These were

verified for accuracy against internationally known

reference materials, whose values are determined by

the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA;

Vienna, Austria), and calibrated against the primary

reference scales for d13C and d15N values. The

accuracy and precision of the sample runs were tested

after every 10 samples using a standard animal sample

(mink) to compensate for possible machine drift and as

a quality control measure. Analytical precision of the

d13C and d15N sample runs was estimated at 0.15 and

0.42%, respectively.

Stable isotope turnover rates

The changes in d13C and d15N for muscle and mucus

during the second feeding period were modelled as

functions of body mass (growth models) and time

(time models). These turnover rates were estimated

using models based on Eqs. (1)–(9).

For turnover rates based on fish growth, the first

model (Model A) was adapted from a time-based

equation of Hobson and Clark (1992). It used the

growth increment (to 0.1 g) produced by the fish

during the second feeding period to predict d13C and

d15N in an exponential approach (Busst & Britton,

2018):

dYm ¼ dYeq þ ðdYi � dYeqÞecm; ð1Þ

where dYm is the predicted d13C or d15N isotopic ratio

of a tissue given the fish growth increment m, dYeq is

the model-fitted d13C or d15N isotopic ratio in

equilibrium with the experimental diet, dYi is the

initial d13C or d15N isotopic ratio prior to the diet

switch, and c is the model-fitted turnover constant. dYi
was estimated using the mean d13C or d15N of the fish

collected at the end of first feeding period (i.e. Day 0 of

the second feeding period; n = 3). The increase in

mass (g) required to attain a given percentage tissue

turnover (Ga), specifically 50% (half-life, G50) and

95% (equilibrium; G95), was calculated as (Tieszen

et al., 1983):

Ga ¼ ln 1 � a
100

� �.
c: ð2Þ

A second growth-based model (Model B) used the

relative increase in mass during the second feeding

period to predict d13C and d15N (Fry & Arnold, 1982):

dYWR
¼ dYeq þ ðdYi � dYeqÞWc

R; ð3Þ

where dYWR
is the predicted d13C or d15N isotopic ratio

of a fish tissue given its mass ratio WR (final mass/

initial mass), and dYeq, dYi and c are as previously

defined in Eq. (1). The amount of relative growth (x-

fold increase) needed to attain a given percentage

tissue turnover (Ga) was calculated as (Buchheister &

Latour, 2010):
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Ga ¼ eln 1� a
100ð Þ=c: ð4Þ

In Model B, if c ¼ �1, tissue turnover can be

attributed solely to growth, whereas a value of c\� 1

signifies the contribution of metabolism. The propor-

tions of tissue turnover derived from growth Pg and

metabolism Pm were calculated at the midpoint

between the old and new diet values (Witting et al.,

2004):

Pg ¼
2 G50 � 1ð Þ

G50

; ð5Þ

Pm ¼ 2 � G50

G50

: ð6Þ

Modelling the stable isotope turnover rates of

muscle and mucus as an exponential function of time

(as Day 0–160 in the second feeding period) used

(Hesslein et al., 1993):

dYt ¼ dYeq þ ðdYi � dYeqÞe�ðkþmÞt; ð7Þ

where dYt is the predicted d13C or d15N isotopic ratio

of a fish tissue at time t, dYeq and dYi are as previously

defined in (1), m is the model-fitted metabolic turnover

constant, and k is the growth rate parameter, estimated

using

k ¼ ln WRð Þ=t: ð8Þ

In the first time-based model (Model C), k was fixed

for each experimental diet, while in the second time-

based model (Model D), k was variable and was

estimated for each individual fish. The amount of time

(days) required to achieve a given percentage tissue

turnover (Ta) was calculated as (Tieszen et al., 1983):

Ta ¼ � ln 1 � a
100

� �.
ðk þ mÞ: ð9Þ

In Model D, values of Ta were calculated for each

individual fish and averaged across each experimental

diet. Where m = 0 in either of the time-based models,

tissue turnover can be attributed solely to growth,

whereas a value of m[ 0 indicates the contribution of

metabolism. The proportions of tissue turnover

derived from growth Pg and metabolism Pm were thus

calculated as the ratio of each parameter to the sum of

the two parameters (k þ m). Curve fitting and plotting

was performed by non-linear regression in R 3.4.2 (R

Core Team, 2017), using the ‘nls’ function.

Stable isotope turnover model fitting and selection

The best-fitting growth- and time-based models for

each isotope-tissue-diet combination were determined

using the minimisation of Akaike’s information crite-

rion values, corrected for small sample sizes (AICc).

This was performed in R 3.4.2 (R Core Team, 2017)

using the AICcmodavg package (Mazerolle, 2017).

Models with the lowest AICc values were deemed to

have the most empirical support; however, models

with DAICc (where this represents a measure of each

model relative to the best model) values between 0 and

2 also had substantial support (Burnham & Anderson,

2002).

Stable isotope discrimination factors

Trophic-step discrimination factors (TDF) were cal-

culated for muscle and mucus per diet during the

second feeding period. TDFfinal represented the dif-

ference between the mean isotopic signature of the

experimental diet and the mean d13C or d15N of fish

collected at the end of the experiment (Day 160), while

TDFasymp was estimated by subtracting the mean d13C

or d15N value of the experimental diet from the

predicted equilibrium value (dYeq) of the best-fitting

model.

Additional data analyses

Differences in the mass increments of the fish between

the two diets in the second feeding period (where the

increment was determined as the final mass of the fish

minus its mass at the start of the second feeding

period) were tested in a generalised linear model.

Increment was the dependent variable, diet was the

independent variable, and covariates were mass at Day

0 (starting mass) of the second feeding period and the

number of days to produce the increment in the second

feeding period (time). Model outputs were the mean

mass increments adjusted for the effects of covariates

and the significance of their difference according to

linearly independent pairwise comparisons with Bon-

ferroni adjustment for multiple comparisons.

Differences in d15N and d13C values between

mucus samples collected from live and frozen fish,

and the differences between mucus and dorsal muscle

samples, were tested using linear regression. In
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addition to indicating the significance of the relation-

ship, the regression coefficient (b) was used to identify

whether the isotopic values of each method and tissue

were significantly different. This was indicated when

the 95% confidence intervals of b did not overlap 1.0.

Where appropriate, the regression equation was pro-

vided to enable conversion of mucus data to muscle

data.

Throughout the results, error around the mean is

expressed as 95% confidence limits unless stated

otherwise.

Results

Stable isotope data of the experimental fish

between Day 0 and Day 160

At the end of the second feeding period, the mean C:N

ratios of fish that consumed the FM diet were

3.61 ± 0.09 (range 3.31–4.11) for muscle and

3.80 ± 0.05 (3.40–4.00) for mucus. For fish consum-

ing the WG diet, they were 3.72 ± 0.14 (3.29–4.58)

for muscle and 3.85 ± 0.08 (3.51–4.50) for mucus.

In this second feeding period, the diet switches

resulted in considerable changes in the d13C of the fish

in both mucus and muscle. For the fish with FM as the

new diet, the mean d13C of mucus on Day 0 was

- 22.69 ± 0.30% and on Day 160 was

- 24.24 ± 0.07% (mean isotopic change: 1.55%)

(Fig. 1). For muscle of fish on the FM diet, the mean

d13C on Day 0 was - 22.03 ± 0.43% and on Day 160

was - 23.77 ± 0.43% (mean isotopic change:

1.74%) (Fig. 1). On the WG diet, the mean d13C of

mucus on Day 0 was -23.89 ± 0.22% and on Day 160

was - 22.52 ± 0.12% (mean isotopic change:

1.37%) (Fig. 1). For muscle of fish on the WG diet,

the mean d13C on Day 0 was - 23.57 ± 0.31% and

on Day 160 was - 22.47 ± 0.34% (mean isotopic

change: 1.10%) (Fig. 1).

For d15N, for the fish with FM as the new diet, the

mean d15N of mucus on Day 0 was 8.56 ± 0.09% and

on Day 160 was 8.22 ± 0.20% (mean isotopic

change: 0.34%) (Fig. 1). For muscle of fish on the

FM diet, the mean d15N on Day 0 was 9.51 ± 0.33%
and on Day 160 was 8.43 ± 0.2% (mean isotopic

change: 1.08%) (Fig. 1). The minor isotopic change in

mucus on the FM diet in the second feeding period

meant the turnover rates for d15N on the FM data were

not modelled. On the WG diet, the mean d15N of

mucus on Day 0 was 9.19 ± 0.20% and on Day 160

was 6.97 ± 1.0% (mean isotopic change: 2.22%)

(Fig. 1). For muscle of fish on the WG diet, the mean

d15N on Day 0 was 9.72 ± 0.03% and on Day 160

was 8.01 ± 0.36% (mean isotopic change: 1.71%)

(Fig. 1). These isotopic changes for d15N on the WG

Fig. 1 Stable isotope biplots over the course of the second

160-day feeding period following the diet switch for Cyprinus

carpio to the (A) WG diet, and (B) FM diet, and for dorsal

muscle (clear symbols) and mucus (filled symbols). Large

circles: Day 0; large triangle: Day 40; large square: Day 80,

small circle: Day 120; small triangle: Day 160
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meant that these data were used in the turnover

models.

Fish growth increments in the experimental period

Mean fish mass at the start of the experiment was

8.0 ± 0.5 g and increased to 14.7 ± 1.2 g at the end

of the first feeding period. At the end of the second

feeding period, mean fish mass had increased further

Fig. 2 Relationships of changes in d13C as functions of

increased fish mass and time in the second feeding period of

the main experiment. Changes to Cyprinus carpio d13C as a

function of relative increase in mass (A, B) and time (as

mean ± CI d13C) (C, D), and according to muscle (filled

circles) and epidermal mucus (open circles), and the WG diet

(A, C) and FM diet (B, D). N = 27 per tissue and diet per plot.

The diets WG and FM refer to the second 160-day feeding

period. Curves are displayed according to the best-fitting model

equations for muscle (solid line) and mucus (dashed line).

Dotted lines in panel (D) represent 95% CI around the mean of k
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to 22.1 ± 2.1 g, with a mean increment in this second

period of 7.4 ± 1.7 g. The GLM testing differences in

mass increments between the two diets in the second

feeding period was significant (Wald v2 = 18.90,

P\ 0.01), with the covariates of starting mass and

time being significant in the model (P\ 0.01). Mean

mass increment on the FM diet was 10.0 ± 0.1 g and

on the WG diet was 6.7 ± 0.1 g. The differences in

mean mass were then reflected in the diet-specific

growth rates (k) of 0.0064 ± 0.0003 for FM fish, and

0.0041 ± 0.0002 for WG fish. During the second

feeding period, values of d13C and d15N for muscle

and mucus tissue increased or decreased depending on

their initial and new diet (Figs. 1, 2, 3).

Stable isotope half-life models and trophic

discrimination factors

For growth-based turnover models predicting d13C,

the best-fitting model was always Model B (Tables 1,

2a, S1). For time-based models predicting d13C, the

best-fitting model for muscle varied by diet, with

Model C being the best fit for WG and Model D for FM

diet (Tables 1, 2b, S1). By contrast, Model C was

always the best fit for mucus (Tables 1, 2b). Compar-

ison of turnover rates between the tissues revealed that

in fish feeding on the WG diet in the second feeding

period, mucus has the more rapid turnover (Table 2).

However, this was not apparent for fish on the FM diet,

where turnover rates were more similar between the

two tissues (Table 2).

When predicting d15N using growth-based models,

the best-fitting model was consistently Model A

(Tables 1, 3a, S2), while for time-based models the

best-fitting model was consistently Model D

(Tables 1, 3b, S2). As with d13C on the WG diet,

mucus d15N showed a faster rate of turnover than

muscle; however, estimates of half-life (G0:5; T0:5) and

near complete turnover (G0:95; T0:95) were always

greater for d15N than for d13C, including those from

alternative models with DAICc B 2 (Tables 2, 3, S1,

S2).

For both tissues and diets, growth and metabolism

both contributed to the d13C and d15N turnover rates,

as indicated by values of c\� 1 in Model B and

m[ 0 in Models C and D. For the WG diet,

metabolism played a greater role in the turnover of

mucus than of muscle for both d13C (74–77%) and

d15N (53%). Conversely, for the FM diet, metabolism

played an equal or lesser role in the turnover of mucus

d13C (39–66%) than of muscle d13C (60–64%)

(Tables 2, 3).

Fig. 3 Relationships of changes in d15N as functions of

increased fish mass and time in the second feeding period of

the main experiment. Changes to Cyprinus carpio d15N as a

function of growth increment (A) and time (as mean ± CI d15N)

(B), and according to muscle (filled circles) and epidermal

mucus (open circles) on the WG diet. N = 27 per tissue per plot.

The diet WG refers to the second 160-day feeding period.

Curves are displayed according to the best-fitting model

equations for muscle (solid line) and mucus (dashed line).

Dotted lines in panel (B) represent 95% CI around the mean of k
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The D13C for the WG diet ranged from 3.11 to

3.24% for mucus, and from 3.15 to 3.28% for muscle.

For the FM diet, D13C was 1.28–1.67% for mucus and

1.96–2.13% for muscle, indicating a clear difference

between the two food sources despite their similar

d13C values (Table 2). The D15N for the WG diet

showed greater variation and ranged from 2.54 to

3.24% for mucus and from 3.45 to 4.20% for muscle

(Table 3). The TDFfinal and TDFasymp values were

similar within each isotope-tissue-diet combination,

suggesting that d13C and d15N had reached, or at least

approached, isotopic equilibrium with the new diets

(Figs. 2, 3).

Comparison of stable isotope values

between tissues and live versus frozen fish

The relationship of d13C for mucus versus muscle was

significant (R2 = 0.45; F1,52 = 42.2, P\ 0.01), with

the 95% confidence intervals of b significantly differ-

ent to 1.0 (0.38–0.72) (Fig. 4). The relationship of

d15N for mucus and muscle was also significant

(R2 = 0.64; F1,52 = 90.2, P\ 0.01), with the 95%

confidence intervals of b significantly different to 1.0

(0.50–0.77) (Fig. 4).

The relationship between mucus taken from live

and frozen fish was positive and significant for d13C

(R2 = 0.99; F1,7 = 2401.8, P\ 0.01) and d15N

(R2 = 0.99; F1,7 = 643.3, P\ 0.01) (Fig. 4). For both

isotopes, the 95% confidence intervals of b were not

significantly different to 1.0 (d13C: 0.97–1.07; d15N:

0.91–1.10).

Discussion

The results revealed that epidermal mucus collected

from live fish provides a non-invasive and non-

destructive tissue for use in stable isotope analyses

that can replace the use of dorsal muscle. However, the

results also revealed that there can be differences in

the turnover rates of mucus versus muscle, although

this was dependent on the diet, and this would need

consideration when mucus is used within stable isotope

field studies. For d13C, mucus turnover rates were

more rapid than muscle on the WG diet, but were

similar on the FM diet. For d15N, mucus turnover rates

were always lower than muscle. These generally lower

turnover rates of mucus compared with muscle were

consistent with findings from the small number of

other studies that have compared the turnover rates of

mucus versus muscle for other fish species (e.g.

Maruyama et al., 2015, 2017; Shigeta et al., 2017). In

our experiment, the turnover rates of d15N were also

always greater than the rates measured for d13C,

irrespective of diet and tissue. This finding was

consistent for those of O. mykiss, where for d13C,

turnover rates were 30 and 36 days for mucus and

muscle, respectively, but were 136 and 94 days,

respectively, for d15N (Church et al., 2009).

Table 1 Comparisons of DAICc among growth- and time-based models of d13C and d15N turnover

Method Diet Tissue DAICc

d13C d15N

Model A Model B Model C Model D Model A Model B Model C Model D

Growth-based WG Muscle 2.47 0.00 – – 0.00 12.40 – –

Mucus 3.64 0.00 – – 0.00 0.31 – –

FM Muscle 0.85 0.00 – – – – – –

Mucus 1.49 0.00 – – – – – –

Time-based WG Muscle – – 0.00 0.52 – – 1.42 0.00

Mucus – – 0.00 1.16 – – 3.59 0.00

FM Muscle – – 3.88 0.00 – – – –

Mucus – – 0.00 3.49 – – – –

Note that ‘Diet’ refers only to the second 160-day feeding period only
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The stable isotope turnover rates were modelled

here as functions of both time and mass. The use of

mass in the models was important, as several

stable isotope studies have highlighted the positive

relationship between stable isotope turnover rates and

body mass (Carleton & Martı́nez del Rio, 2005;

Vander Zanden et al., 2015). Indeed, allometric

studies suggest isotopic half-lives are consistently

related to increased mass (e.g. Weidel et al., 2011).

Moreover, in many fishes, the role of body size and/or

change in mass in the isotopic turnover rates of

different tissues is arguably more important than time.

This is because fish growth rates are indeterminate and

highly variable, being influenced by a range of abiotic

(e.g. water temperature) and biotic (e.g. food avail-

ability) factors (Beardsley & Britton, 2012). Here, the

time-based models predicted that at 18�C, dorsal

muscle d13C needed at least 190 days to reach isotopic

equilibrium (as 95% isotopic turnover), while d15N

required at least 440 days (Tables 2, 3). Even for

d13C, these durations would, in many temperate

regions, cover more than one fish growth season

(Britton, 2007). The growth-based models predicted

that dorsal muscle d13C reached isotopic equilibrium

after a minimum of a 1.68-fold increase in body mass

(9BM). As the growth-based models estimate turn-

over as a rate of change according to mass, they are

more likely to be appropriate for applying to juvenile

wild fishes, whose growth rates tend to be relatively

fast (even in slow growing fishes) (Britton, 2007). This

means these juvenile fish undergo rapid and substan-

tial changes in body mass (Froese, 2006). Growth-

based models might, however, be less applicable for

use in large and/or older fishes, as a result of their

relatively slow growth rates (Hesslein et al., 1993;

Herzka & Holt, 2000; Perga & Gerdeaux, 2005). In

these fishes, experimental studies have suggested that

the contribution of growth to isotopic replacement is

relatively low with, for example, metabolic replace-

ment contributing up to 80% of isotopic change in

dorsal muscle (Suzuki et al., 2005; Logan et al., 2006;

Tarboush et al., 2006). In the present study, metabo-

lism always contributed more to the tissues whose

rates of isotopic turnover were fastest, in line with

previous findings (Heady & Moore, 2013), yet even

for muscle, metabolism contributed to the majority of

d13C turnover (60–77%). This may be explained by

limited growth due to husbandry in aquaria conditions,

and perhaps suggests the utility of these results in also

predicting turnover for older and slower growing

fishes.

In the experiment, there was a potential confound

over the d13C values of the two dietary items, given

they were very similar. This raised concern that there

would be negligible changes in the stable isotope data

of the fish during the second feeding period. However,

during the second feeding period, the shift in the d13C

values of the fish varied between 1.10 and 1.74%. For

d15N, the difference in the second feeding period was

2.22% on the WG diet, but only 0.34% on the FM

Table 3 Parameter estimates (± SE) for best-fit models for (a) growth-based models and (b) time-based models predicting d15N

Diet Model Tissue Parameters

dYeq c G50 (g) G95 (g) TDFfinal TDFasymp

a. Growth-based models

WG A Muscle 7.74 ± 0.24 - 0.11 ± 0.03 6.44 27.84 4.20 ± 0.21 3.93 ± 0.28

WG A Mucus 7.05 ± 0.15 - 0.17 ± 0.03 4.05 17.49 3.17 ± 0.08 3.24 ± 0.18

Diet Model Tissue Parameters

dYeq m T50 (days) T95 (days) Pg Pm TDFfinal TDFasymp

Time-based models

WG D Muscle 7.26 ± 0.51 0.0028 ± 0.002 102.0 440.9 0.59 0.41 4.20 ± 0.21 3.45 ± 0.54

WG D Mucus 6.35 ± 0.37 0.0045 ± 0.002 81.1 350.5 0.47 0.53 3.17 ± 0.08 2.54 ± 0.40

Half-lives (G50 and T50), near complete turnover (G95 and T95), contributions of growth (Pg) and metabolism (Pm), and trophic

discrimination factors (TDF) are displayed for different diets and tissues

Note, the diets ‘WG’ and ‘FM’ refer to the diet of the fish in the second 160-day feeding period only
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diet. Consequently, the d13C turnover rates were

modelled for both diets, but for d15N, they were

modelled only for the WG diet. For the modelled d13C

data, the differences in the stable isotope data across

the second feeding period represented the response of

the fish to the different tissue-diet discrimination

factors of the diets that related to their different protein

sources and content. As the FM and WG diets

provided contrasting sources of dietary protein, the

differences in their discrimination factors were most

likely related to the protein quality hypothesis. This

hypothesis predicts isotopic discrimination between

Fig. 4 Relationships of stable isotope data from frozen versus

live fish, and mucus versus muscle. A, B Comparison of d13C

(A) and d15N (B) of frozen versus live mucus samples. C,

D Comparison of d13C (C) and d15N (D) of epidermal mucus

versus dorsal muscle. Straight lines denote the 1:1 line, and

dashed lines represent the significant relationship of the

variables according to linear regression (P\ 0.01). N = 9 on

plots A and B. N = 54 on plots C and D. The regression equation

for converting d13C of mucus to muscle is 0.55(mucus)-10.26;

the regression equation for converting d15N of mucus to muscle

is 0.64(mucus) ? 3.62
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consumers and their prey increases as the protein

quality decreases (Roth & Hobson, 2000). Given

carnivores usually assimilate higher quality protein

than herbivores, the result is discrimination factors

decreasing as trophic level increases (Roth & Hobson,

2000; Busst & Britton, 2016). The fishmeal diet had

the highest protein content (45% marine fish meal) and

had the lowest discrimination factors for d13C in both

muscle (1.96 ± 0.26) and mucus (1.49 ± 0.08). The

WG diet, with a protein content of 20% that was

derived from plant material, then had considerably

higher discrimination factors (3.16 ± 0.21 for muscle;

3.11 ± 0.10% for mucus).

In summary, the results suggested that mucus

collected from live fish can provide a reliable alter-

native to dorsal muscle in aquatic stable isotope

studies that can be sampled non-destructively and non-

invasively. The increased application of epidermal

mucus is thus recommended to aquatic isotope studies

where either destructive sampling is not permitted, or

the study design needs to incorporate a tissue that can

have a relatively fast isotopic turnover rate.
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